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ABSTRACT
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are envisioned to provide
us with numerous interesting services in the near future. One of
the most promising applications is the dissemination of commercial advertisements via car-to-car communication. However, due to
non-cooperative behavior of selfish nodes or even malicious ones in
the real-world scenario, such vehicular advertisement system cannot be realized unless proper incentives and security mechanisms
are taken into consideration. This paper presents Signature-Seeking
Drive (SSD), a secure incentive framework for commercial ad dissemination in VANETs. Unlike currently proposed incentive systems, SSD does not rely on tamper-proof hardware or game theoretic approaches, but leverages a PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) to
provide secure incentives for cooperative nodes. With a set of ad
dissemination designs proposed, we demonstrate that our SSD is
robust in both incentive and security perspectives.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—Security and protection

General Terms
Design, Security
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) consist of smart vehicles
on the road, and most of newly-manufactured vehicles are becoming smarter in no distant future. These vehicles are equipped with
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sensing devices, computing resources, and short-range radios (DSRC) [11] for communication with other nearby vehicles or with
roadside infrastructure. They are envisioned to play an important
role as “networks on the road”, and provide numerous interesting
services in the near future [26, 41, 44]. Among them, one of the
most promising applications is to disseminate commercial advertisements via car-to-car communication, and some researchers have
already visualized similar scenarios (e.g. Electronic Coupon Systems [22], FleaNet [24], and Digital Billboards [30]).
In such systems, an ad provider sends out commercial ads via
vehicle-roadside communication [18], and nearby receiving vehicles start to disseminate those ads by forwarding them to other
vehicles while moving (as in Figure 1). This vehicular dissemination system is very effective for advertisement, since a vehicle
itself moves from place to place so that it can forward the ads whenever new vehicles move into its vicinity. In the ideal environment,
each vehicle naively forwards those ads repeatedly for a certain
time period. In reality, such a cooperative scenario, however, is
not practical [27] in that some selfish users may not want to forward such ads for nothing. Forthrightly, even for naive users, why
should they help forward those commercial ads for the benefit of
the business companies? Also, as for security concerns, the more
serious case is that, without proper security countermeasures, malicious nodes1 who intentionally try to attack the network, for instance, may launch DoS (Denial-of-Service) attacks by sending out
dummy ads propagating throughout the network. Thus, to deploy
such vehicular ad system in real-world scenarios, proper incentives
and security mechanisms should be taken into consideration.
To stimulate cooperation among those selfish nodes in mobile
ad-hoc networks, several incentive schemes have been proposed so
far. One possible approach is that, with the assumption on some
degree of tamper-proof hardware [4, 5, 40] on each node, each relaying node can earn some virtual credit, which is managed and
protected by the tamper-proof hardware, in order to motivate each
individual node to participate in the network. Other incentive approaches make use of reputation-based schemes [2, 3, 21, 25, 27],
which monitor neighboring nodes’ traffic and keep track of the reputation of each other so that uncooperative nodes are eventually
detected and isolated from the network. Also, several researchers
have begun to investigate such non-cooperative communication scenarios within a game theory framework [13, 22, 42, 48]. By manipulating the parameters (e.g. the amount of gain per forwarding,
the designation of charging subject, etc), those schemes encourage
cooperative behavior among selfish nodes. However, as pointed out
in [17], if poorly implemented in practice, these incentive schemes
themselves have potential to backfire by offering an incentive to
1
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cheat the system in order to gain further benefits. Thus, to prevent such undesirable flaws when designing an incentive scheme,
careful investigation into blind points of the scheme is needed.
Compared with other aspects, security in VANETs has received
little attention so far. As for the security building blocks for VANET,
a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) turns out to be the most suitable
way for satisfying security requirements in car-to-car communication [32, 34]. Computing resources equipped in vehicles are capable to process digital signatures [47]. Also, unlike symmetric
authentication mechanisms, asymmetric ones do not require a preliminary handshake, which is not acceptable most cases in intervehicle communication. With a PKI, each vehicle can have an
electronic license plate [18] that provides its certified identity via
a wireless link. Also, secure location verification schemes [6, 7,
23] for mobile nodes have been proposed, so we can verify a vehicle’s location information as well as its identity. This kind of
strong authentication provides valuable auditability for the authorities concerned, but it can breach drivers’ privacy [8, 18, 32, 34].
Thus, balancing security with privacy is also an important issue in
VANETs.
With these security concerns and uncooperative nature among
users in mind, to realize such vehicular ad system, this paper presents
Signature-Seeking Drive (SSD), a secure incentive framework for
commercial ad dissemination in VANETs. Unlike currently proposed incentive systems, SSD does not rely on tamper-proof hardware2 or game theoretic approaches, but leverages a PKI to provide
secure incentives for cooperative nodes. We propose a set of ad
dissemination designs and investigate their robustness in both incentive and security perspectives.
Inspired by a micro-payment scheme [20] and a charging/rewarding scheme [1], SSD employs the notion of virtual cash to
charge and reward the provision of advertising service, as an incentive for users in the network. At a high level, the description of
SSD is as follows. An ad-forwarding vehicle tries to obtain receipts
from its ad-receiving neighbors. While driving its way, the vehicle
may collect as many receipts as it forwards the ad. At the virtual
cashier (e.g. gas stations), the vehicle can exchange those collected
receipts with virtual cash, and the predefined amount of the cash is
also reserved for each receipt-providing node. Paying in part by the
virtual cash, drivers can, for example, gas up their vehicles. Later,
an ad-providing company defrays the cost for the virtual cash induced by the ad, which stimulates cooperation among users.
We have evaluated our SSD through analysis and simulation experiments, and demonstrated its robustness in both incentive and
security perspectives against various types of attacks.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we propose a
potential and promising application scenario with a set of ad dissemination models. Second, we present a secure framework for
commercial ad dissemination in VANETs, with both selfish users
(incentives) and malicious users (security) into account.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our system model
is given in Section 2. We present SSD, our secure incentive framework in Section 3. An evaluation of SSD is given and discussed
in Section 4. Finally, we present conclusions and future work in
Section 5.

2.1 Vehicular Network Model
In VANETs, each vehicle can communicate with other nearby
vehicles or with fixed roadside infrastructure, to perform some useful applications [26, 33, 34, 36, 46] such as safety-related warning functions, traffic management, infotainment, payment services,
etc. Considering high mobility nature of vehicles as well as their
ad-hoc communication characteristics, VANETs are envisioned to
substantiate the most promising model of mobile ad hoc networks
[34].
Our vehicular network model assumes that each registered vehicle keeps its own certificate (i.e. public/private key pair issued by a
Certificate Authority (CA)). There are two options for the designation of CA so far: governmental authorities or vehicle manufacturers. However, as indicated in [32, 35], an idea of the Department of
Motor Vehicles (DMV) as a CA has several flaws mainly caused by
administrative problems. As in [34], a notion of vehicle manufacturers as a CA is also disadvantageous in that the manufacturers are
not as trustworthy as governmental institutions. In the real world,
the distribution of key certificates to vehicles is still a challenging
problem in VANETs, until new authority specialized for such operations appears.
In addition, to balance between strong authentication and drivers’
privacy, each vehicle can have its temporary IDs (i.e. anonymous
public/private key pairs). A vehicle can obtain its new anonymous
key pair at the reanonymizers [32] stationed at regular intervals on
the roadside, or a set of anonymous key pairs can be preloaded [34]
in the vehicle. The certificates for such key pairs have short lifetimes so that third parties fail to track the real identities of vehicles,
yet in some cases authorities are able to retrieve the actual entities
from anonymous public keys. We will discuss this property related
to our framework in Section 4.5.

2.2 Goal Model
2.2.1 Incentives
With the help of inter-vehicle communications, advertisers’ goal
is to disseminate their ads over the network, (1) within a certain
time period, or (2) within a certain area. Example scenarios are as
follows: (1) Electronic company S has new products to offer and
has decided to launch an intensive advertising campaign for the
first three months nationwide. (2) Drive-in fast food restaurant I
has newly opened at Westwood area near UCLA campus and they
want to advertise it mostly to drivers in the area.
Advertisers in all those types of scenarios probably want to use
vehicular ad system to disseminate their ads, targeting a large number of potential customers inside the cars. However, from a viewpoint of vehicle users, those commercial ads are only for the benefit of the business companies and they are exploiting vehicle users’
resources for their own profit. Users probably want some type of
incentive to stimulate cooperation. Thus, the graceful compromise
between these two sides is that advertisers pay for the incentives for
users, in the sense that they pay charges for network resources, or
advertising charges; in reality, for the commercial purpose, nothing
is free.

2.2.2 Vehicular Authority

2.

SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe our vehicular network model and
advertisement models, followed by the notations used in this paper.
2

Each vehicle is likely to have a tamper-proof device. However, it
is for protecting the secret information from attackers, not for an
incentive mechanism itself.

Every commercial ad here needs to get permission from the proper
authorities before publicity. Here we assume to have an authority,
which is specialized for the vehicular ad system, called a Vehicular
Authority (VA). VA authorizes every vehicular advertisement and
maintains the records of all the vehicular ad payment transactions.
Thus, each vehicle is preloaded with the VA’s public key as well as
the CA’s public key.
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advertising companies. Thus, to stimulate cooperation among users
while preventing attackers from disrupting the system, we should
pursue secure incentives.
We assume that any nodes cannot obtain a certificate for another
entity from CA. In fact, preventing crafty attackers from cheating
CAs is still a challenging problem in reality, and the management
of CAs is always the problem of PKI.
Notations We use the following notations throughout the paper:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

v

Figure 1: One-Level Ad Dissemination.
As in Figure 1, once vehicle u agrees to forward I’s ad at ad
distribution point (ADP), u continues to advertise it to any newlyencountered vehicle v for a certain time period. Ad-receiving vehicle v, in return, may provide a digitally-signed receipt for u. These
receipts are exchangeable with virtual cash at the virtual cashier
(e.g. gas station); the predefined amount of the cash is reserved for
v, too. The virtual cashier sends all the transaction records to a VA.
Then, a VA charges restaurant I such virtual cash induced by the
ad, and I pays for what stimulates cooperation among users, as an
incentive for both advertising node u and receipt-providing node v.

2.2.3 Advertisement Level
Our vehicular ad system has two options for disseminating ads,
which are one-level and multi-level dissemination. In one-level dissemination, the only vehicles that receive an ad directly from ADP
are allowed to continue forwarding the ad to others. In Figure 1,
vehicle w can only receive the ad, and cannot reuse it unless w
contacts with the ADP. This one-level dissemination is probably appropriate for local advertising such as scenario (2) above, because
the advertiser’s goal is not that every user in the area forwards the
ad. Rather, he wants most users in the area to receive the ad, using
a reasonable number of ad-forwarding vehicles sufficient to cover
the area.
On the other hand, multi-level dissemination has no such restrictions. Figure 2 shows an example of multi-level dissemination. It
allows vehicle v to reuse the ad from u, so v can make its virtual
cash by forwarding this ad to other vehicle x. Then, x can also
reuse and advertise it to others, which is similar to pyramid selling.
This is more appropriate for the intensive advertising over a wide
area such as scenario (1), which yet involves a large amount of advertising expenditure in that the advertising costs tend to increase
with the number of ad-forwarding nodes. The detailed design of
these two options will be described in Section 3.

We also use u → v : M to denote that u sends message M to v,
and u → ∗ : M to denote that u broadcasts M .

3. SSD: SIGNATURE-SEEKING DRIVE
In this section, we present our secure incentive framework, SignatureSeeking Drive (SSD). We describe a set of advertising models in
our framework.

3.1 One-level Advertisement
Approval for Advertisement
As mentioned in Section 2.2,
before publicity, every commercial vehicular ad has to be approved
by a Vehicular Authority (VA) in charge of the vehicular ad system,
and each vehicle is preloaded with the VA’s public key as well as
the CA’s public key. Thus, restaurant I in scenario (2) gets its ad
ADI certified by a VA as follows:
I −→ V A : CI , ADI , {ADI }K − .
I

V A −→ I : {ADI |I}K − .
VA

where CI is I’s certificate. With I’s digital signature on ADI ,
VA authenticates I’s identity. VA reviews it (e.g. the content of
ADI , I’s previous records, etc) and then gives I an ad-permit
{ADI |I}K − . The notion of an ad-permit prevents malicious
VA
users from disseminating unauthorized ads over the network.
Agreement with Ad Distribution Point
When each vehicle
u approaches I’s Ad Distribution Point (ADP) (see Figure 1), the
ADP contacts with u via vehicle-roadside communication as follows:
I −→ ∗ : CI , ADI , {ADI |I}K − .
VA

2.3 Uncooperative Model
Like other mobile networks, VANETs have two types of uncooperative nodes [48]: selfish nodes and malicious nodes. They have
specifically different goals in that selfish nodes seek to economically maximize their own profit, but malicious nodes try to attack
the system with the intention of disrupting some part or even the
whole network. A complete incentive system should deal with both
selfish nodes and malicious ones.
We may encourage selfish nodes to participate in the network
with an incentive model. However, malicious nodes still try to attack the weak point of the model. For example, malicious nodes
may try to launch DoS attacks by disseminating dummy ads over
the network, or colluding nodes may share their collected receipts
and try to fabricate them to charge a large amount of virtual cash to

u, v are principals, such as communicating nodes.
Cu is u’s certificate by CA.
Ku+ is u’s public key.
Ku− is u’s private key.
M 1|M 2 is the concatenation of messages M 1 and M 2.
H(M ) is hash of M (e.g. SHA-1 [12]).
{M }Ku− is u’s digital signature3 on M .
ADS is an advertisement by company S.

u −→ I : Cu , {ADI }Ku− .
I −→ u : {ADI |u}K − .
I

where CI and Cu are I’s and u’s certificates, respectively. Receiving I’s ad ADI , each vehicle u first checks whether ADI has
been approved by VA (i.e. ad-permit). If yes and ADI is also for
one-level advertisement4 , u may respond to this ad, with an incentive in mind, by sending back its certificate. Then, verifying u’s
identity, I provides u with a voucher {ADI |u}K − for u’s excluI
sive use. Without this voucher, u cannot get its virtual cash at the
3

Message M is hashed before being signed.
Advertiser I indicates whether ADI is for one-level advertisement, by specifying it in ADI .
4

virtual cashier. Other vehicles fail to share this voucher, since it
is tied with u’s identity. Thus, the notion of a voucher limits the
dissemination to one level so that the only vehicles contacting directly with I’s ADP are allowed to make their virtual cash while
forwarding the ad to others.
Advertisement Dissemination
Hoping to make as much virtual cash as possible, u may advertise ADI to any newly approaching vehicle v in behalf of I as follows:

Since a VA keeps all the records of vehicular ad payment transactions, u can redeem its voucher for ADI only once. This prevents
a selfish/malicious node from obtaining its virtual cash at different
virtual cashiers by reusing the same receipts over and over. Thus,
to maximize the profit, each vehicle u may submit its collected receipts to the virtual cashier as near the due date as possible.

u −→ ∗ : Cu , ADI , I, {{ADI |I}K − }Ku− .

Some companies may want to advertise their products intensively over a wide area, as in scenario (1) in Section 2.2, without
imposing restriction on one-level dissemination.

VA

v −→ u : Cv , {ADI |u}Kv− .
where Cu and Cv are u’s and v’s certificates, respectively. Receiving ADI from u, v first authenticates u’ identity and checks
whether this ad is certified by VA. If yes, v may respond to this
ad, with an incentive in mind, by providing its certificate and a
digitally-singed receipt {ADI |u}Kv− for u’s exclusive use. Then,
u stores them and may continue advertising in the hope of collecting as many receipts as possible. By simply reusing ADI from u,
vehicle v in this case fails to get virtual cash at the virtual cashier,
since v does not have a legitimate voucher until it directly contacts
with I’s ADP.
Note that some selfish nodes even without vouchers still can
reuse ADI from u, advertise it, collect as many receipts as possible in advance, and then visit I’s ADP later in order to obtain their
proper vouchers. Our framework allows this kind of wily behavior
in that, from a standpoint of advertiser I, the order does not actually
matter (e.g. such nodes advertise ADI first and get their vouchers
later), as long as the one-level dissemination property is preserved
at the virtual cashier. If those wily nodes, however, contact with I’s
ADP too late (e.g. after a certain time period, I may stop generating vouchers for ADI ), they fail to redeem their collected receipts
without the proper vouchers at the virtual cashier.
Receipt Redemption
Every certified ad has its own term of
validity specified in it. Thus, vehicle u in Figure 1 has to redeem its
collected receipts before the specified time of ADI , otherwise the
virtual casher refuses u the virtual cash due to the expired voucher.
Before the expiration of ADI , u may return its collected receipts
to any nearby virtual cashier V C (e.g. gas station) as follows:
u → V C : Cu , ADI , I, {ADI |I}K − , {{ADI |u}K − }Ku− , Ru .
VA

I

Ru = (Cv , {ADI |u}Kv− ), (Cw , {ADI |u}Kw
− ), ...

3.2 Multi-level Advertisement

3.2.1 Level-Free Advertisement
Level-free dissemination is the most intensive method for vehicular advertising, which allows any nodes to reuse ADS . Also, the
advertising process is simpler than the one-level case in that it does
not require a voucher. Rather, vehicles, for making their virtual
cash, can return only their collected receipts to the virtual cashier.
Here company S, for example, has decided to use level-free dissemination.
S’s Ad Distribution Point (ADP) contacts with each approaching
vehicle u as follows:
S −→ ∗ : CS , ADS , {ADS |S}K − .
VA

where CS is S’s certificate. Unlike the three-way handshaking process in one-level case, here each vehicle u only needs to check
ADS ’s legitimacy. Then, with an incentive in mind, u may start advertising ADS to any neighboring vehicle v in behalf of S. From
now on, everything else is the same as the one-level case, except
that vehicle v now can simply reuse ADS from u (see Figure 2),
since virtual cashier V C does not check for a voucher of ADS for
level-free advertisement. Any vehicles advertising ADS can redeem their collected receipts without vouchers at V C. As in the
one-level case, V C also examines whether a redeeming node has
never been paid for ADS at any other cashier before, by inquiring
via a VA.

3.2.2 n-Level Advertisement
Such level-free dissemination, however, involves a heavy outlay
for advertisement due to its too much redundancy. Thus, in some
cases, company S probably wants to set a limit on the number of
propagation levels, as a compromise between one-level and levelfree case. We refer to this model as n-level advertisement where
the only nodes within level-n can reuse the ads. For instance, if
n = 3 in Figure 2, node x can reuse the ad, but y cannot. Here S,
for example, has decided to use n-level dissemination.
We first bring up with a simple design using one-way hash functions, then describe a more refined design which secures n-level
dissemination.
Leveraging One-way Hash Chain
S’s ADP contacts with each
approaching vehicle u as follows:

where Ru is the receipts of ADI collected by u. V C first checks
1) the due date of ADI , 2) u’s identity, and 3) the legitimacy of
u’s voucher. All those are verified with u’s digital signature on its
voucher {{ADI |u}K − }Ku− . Then V C examines whether u has
I
never redeemed u’s voucher for ADI at any other virtual cashier
before, by inquiring of VA about u’s previous record. Each V C
is connected with a VA that maintains the records of all the vehicular ad payment transactions. Then V C verifies the legitimacy of
each receipt from the “distinct” nodes in Ru (in this case, the receipts from v, w, etc). V C sends all of this data to a VA that keeps
vehicular ad records.
Now u earns as much virtual cash as the number of the valid
receipts in Ru .5 The predefined amount of the cash is also given to
each receipt-providing vehicle (e.g. v, w, etc.) in Ru . V C sends
such virtual cash to each user’s account. We envision each V C
is connected with a virtual bank that maintains accounts for each
vehicle. Then later a VA charges restaurant I such virtual cash
induced by ADI .

where CS is S’s certificate, n is the number of levels that S sets,
α is a random number by S, and H n (α) is a value applied a oneway hash function H n times on α.6 Vehicle u checks ADS ’s
legitimacy by applying H n times on α.
Then, with an incentive in mind, u may advertise ADS to any
neighboring vehicle v, with reducing n by 1 and applying H on α

5
Some advertiser S may set the maximum number of receipts that
one vehicle can collect, by specifying it in ADS .

6
To prevent DoS attacks, a VA can predefines the maximum value
for n.

S −→ ∗ : CS , ADS , n, α, {ADS |S|H n (α)}K − .
VA

u
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Figure 3: An example of Onion Vouchers.

Figure 2: Multi-Level Advertisement.

S’s ADP contacts with each approaching vehicle u as follows:

as follows:
u −→ ∗ : Cu , ADS , S, n − 1, H(α)
, {{ADS |S|H n (α)}K − }Ku− .
VA

v −→ u : Cv , {ADS |u}Kv− .

S −→ ∗ : CS , ADS , {ADS |S}K − .
VA

u −→ S : Cu , {ADS }Ku− .
S −→ u : {{ADS |S}K − |u}K − .
VA

where Cu and Cv are u’s and v’s certificates, respectively. v first
checks both u’s identity and ADS ’s legitimacy by applying H n −
1 times on H(α). If correct, v may respond to this ad, with an
incentive in mind, by providing its receipt for u.
If n − 1 is still non-zero, v can reuse ADS , also with reducing
n − 1 by 1 and applying H on H(α), to any neighboring vehicle x
as follows:
2

v −→ ∗ : Cv , ADS , S, n − 2, H (α)
, {{ADS |S|H n (α)}K − }Kv− .
VA

x −→ v : Cx , {ADS |v}Kx− .

u −→ ∗ : Cu , ADS , S, {{ADS |S}K − }Ku− .
VA

v −→ u : Cv , {ADS |u}Kv− .
u −→ v : CS , {OVu |v}Ku− .
OVu = {{ADS |S}K − |u}K −
VA

where Cv and Cx are v’s and x’s certificates, respectively.
If n − 2 is still non-zero, x can reuse ADS and later submit it to
any virtual cashier V C as follows:
x → V C : Cx , ADS , S, n − 2, H 2 (α)
, {{ADS |S|H n (α)}K − }Kx− , Rx .
VA

Rx = (Cy , {ADS |x}Ky− ), (Cz , {ADS |x}Kz− ), ...
where Rx is the receipts of ADS collected by x. V C first checks
that n − 2 is non-zero, and if yes, checks its legitimacy by applying
H n − 2 times on H 2 (α).
In this way, ADS can be reused until it reaches over n levels.
This design, however, has some weaknesses. First, it does not have
any coercive measures for advertising nodes to reduce their permissible levels by 1 with applying H; these nodes just voluntarily
follow it for the system in this design. If most nodes reuse ADS
without reducing the levels, it works almost like the level-free advertisement. Second, malicious user w, for example, can throw
any permissible value, which does not reach Hn (α) yet (e.g. α,...,
H n−1 (α)), open to the public so that any vehicles even beyond
level-n reuse ADS without directly contacting with w. This also
leads to violation of n-level dissemination.
Onion Voucher
As an alternative to a one-way hash chain based
design, S can manage n-level dissemination by using onion voucher.
We name it “onion voucher”, inspired by Onion routing [37] which
disguises the traffic flow, but they are different in goals as well as
designs. Figure 3 shows an example of onion vouchers.

S

where CS and Cu are S’s and u’s certificates, respectively. Here,
after verifying each other, S provides u with an onion voucher
OVu = {{ADS |S}K − |u}K − 7 for u’s exclusive use.
VA
S
Then, with an incentive in mind, u may advertise ADS to any
neighboring vehicle v as follows:

S

where OVu is u’s onion voucher, CS , Cu , and Cv are S’s, u’s, and
v’s certificates, respectively. Exchange of the first two messages
is the same as the one-level case. Then if n specified in ADS is
bigger than the number of nodes (except S) included in OVu , u
now provides v’s onion voucher OVv = {OVu |v}Ku− along with
certificates of the nodes (except u and v) included in OVv . Then v
verifies it, by regenerating OVv with the information provided by
u.
Note that v’s onion voucher OVv = {OVu |v}Ku− , in this example, can be properly generated exclusively by u. Even if OVu is
open to the public, any other nodes except u fail to generate new
legitimate onion vouchers based on OVu without u’s digital signature on it (i.e. OVv = {OVu |v}Ku− ), which keeps consistent
linkage inside an onion voucher.
If OVv from u is legitimate, v can reuse ADS to any neighboring
vehicle x as follows:
v −→ ∗ : Cv , ADS , S, {{ADS |S}K − }Kv− .
VA

x −→ v : Cx , {ADS |v}Kx− .
v −→ x : CS , Cu , {OVv |x}Kv− .
OVv = {{{ADS |S}K − |u}K − |v}Ku−
VA

S

where OVv is v’s onion voucher, CS , Cu , Cv , and Cx are S’s,
u’s, v’s, and x’s certificates, respectively. We note that, if n is
7
Later, u redeems its digital signature on this onion voucher
{OVu }Ku− , along with its collected receipts.

smaller (or equal) than the number of nodes in OVv , v does not
need to provide x’s onion voucher. Unlike the three-way handshake
initiated by the nodes within level n − 1, the nodes that belong to
level n perform the two-way message exchange advertisement.
If OVx (i.e. {OVv |x}Kv− ) provided by v is still legitimate, x
can reuse ADS and later submit the collected receipts along with
its onion voucher OVx to any virtual cashier V C as follows:
x → V C : Cx , ADS , S, COVx , {OVx }Kx− , Rx .

COVx = CS , Cu , Cv
OVx = {{{{ADS |S}K − |u}K − |v}Ku− |x}Kv−
VA

S

Rx = (Cy , {ADS |x}Ky− ), (Cz , {ADS |x}Kz− ), ...
where COVx is certificates of the nodes (except x) included in OVx ,
OVx is x’s onion voucher, Rx is the receipts of ADS collected by
x. V C checks whether the number of nodes (except S) included in
OVx is not bigger than n, by regenerating OVx with the information provided by x. Without a legitimate onion voucher, x fails to
get its virtual cash for ADS at any virtual cashier.
Using onion vouchers, S is able to secure n-level dissemination, in that malicious user w, who tries to throw its voucher OVw
open to the public with the intention of disrupting the n-level advertisement, now has to directly contact with each node z in the network (i.e. w provides z’s onion voucher, OVz = {OVw |z}Kw
− );
this does not violate n-level dissemination, rather such behavior
is desirable for advertisement. However, unlike a one-way hash
based one, this design requires three-way handshake message exchange between an advertising vehicle and a receipt-providing one.
Also, there is no coercive measure for advertising nodes to generate/provide authentic onion vouchers for receipt-providing nodes in
the design. We will discuss this issue in Section 4.5.

4.

EVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of ad dissemination
designs in SSD in terms of communication, storage, and computational cost, and analyze the incentives and the security of SSD. We
then present the simulation results of SSD.

4.1 Communication Cost
SSD involves both inter-vehicle and vehicle-roadside communications. Compared with the highly frequent car-to-car interaction
for ad dissemination, communication with roadside infrastructure,
however, is not common in SSD, in that vehicles contact only with
ADP in the beginning and VC in the end. Hence, we focus on
evaluating inter-vehicle communication cost.
In one-level and level-free dissemination models, advertising nodes
use the same message format which includes sender’s certificate, ad
content, ad provider ID, and sender’s signature on ad-permit. Although a typical X.509 v3 certificate [16] within IETF is about 1
Kbyte, reduced-size certificates (e.g. a streamlined certificate format [15]) occupy less than 200 bytes. Furthermore, [34] shows
that, for public key and signature size, Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) and NTRUSign are the most acceptable PKI implementations for VANETs; ECC (28 bytes) is more compact but slower
than NTRU (197 bytes), as in Table 18 . Assuming to utilize ECC
and 84-byte ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm)signed certificate, for x bytes of ad content and the byte size l of ad
provider ID, the total message size is (112 + l + x) bytes.
One-way hash chain based n-level model adds two more fields
in the above format: the value indicating permissible level (1 byte)
8

We extract the figures in the table from [34].

Table 1: A comparison between ECC and NTRU on a Pentium
II 400MHz workstation.
PKCS
ECC
NTRU

Key size
28 bytes
197 bytes

Signing
3.255 ms
1.587 ms

Verification
7.617 ms
1.488 ms

and its corresponding hash value (20 bytes in SHA-1). The resulting message size is (133 + l + x) bytes. Thus, in all above cases,
considering that l is a small value (e.g. 4 or 8 bytes), the total size
of an advertising message mainly depends on x, the size of an ad
content itself. We will discuss the upper bound of x, according to
the ECC execution time in Section 4.3.
On the other hand, onion voucher based n-level model performs
the three-way handshake advertising process, which incurs the transmission of two separate messages from an advertising node. The
first message format is identical to that of the above models, yet the
last message format is dependent on the level to which the advertising node belongs. It contains onion voucher OV and certificates
of the nodes (except communicating parties) included in OV . The
resulting size of the second message from an advertising node in
level d (d < n), for example, is (d × 84 + 28) bytes.
Therefore, as a node belongs to lower level (i.e. as d increases),
the size of the second message increases. However, VA can set
the maximum value for n, so that d has the upper bound of the
propagation level. All the above cases, an ad-receiving node only
provides a message containing its certificate and signed receipt so
that the resulting message size is 112 bytes.

4.2 Storage Requirement
In one-level ad model, each advertising vehicle needs to store
ad content, ad permit, voucher, and all the collected receipts and
their corresponding certificates. Thus, for k collected receipts and
x bytes of ad content, the total storage requirement is (k×112+x+
56) bytes. The storage requirements of level-free and one-way hash
chain based n-level model are similar to one-level case, except that
the former does not require 28-byte voucher, and the latter requires
additional 1-byte level-indicator and 20-byte hash value.
In onion voucher based n-level model, an advertising node needs
to also store a list of certificates included in an onion voucher so
that, for a node in level d (d < n), the resulting storage requirement
is (d × 84 + k × 112 + x + 28) bytes.
In addition, each vehicle may have multiple kinds of advertisements at a time. For example, if an advertising node has g kinds of
one-level ads (each adi with xi bytes of ad content and ki collected
receipts) and h kinds of onion voucher based n-level ads (each adi
with yi bytes of ad content, di level, and pi collected receipts), then
the overall storage requirement (bytes) at the moment is
g

h

(ki × 112 + xi + 56) +
i=1

(di × 84 + pi × 112 + yi + 28).
i=1

This shows that the more a node collects the receipts, the required
memory storage gets larger. Therefore, considering that di is much
lower than pi in most cases, the overall storage requirement mainly
depends on the number of the collected receipts.

4.3 Computation Overhead
To justify the choice of ECC in our ad models, we express the
computation overhead, according to ECC implementation, inspired
from [34] that presents numerical upper bounds for NTRU.
All of our ad models (except for onion voucher based model) em-
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Figure 5: Upper bound of ad content
size

ploy two-message exchange among vehicles; an advertising node
broadcasts an ad, then each receiving node sends back its signed
receipt. Each vehicle may receive multiple ads from its neighbors
and may want to respond back to all of them, while it may also send
out its ads during the same period. Such receipt-providing node’s
operation involves both verification of the received ad and generation of signature on the receipt. Hence, verifying and signing times
are both critical in this case.
Consider a scenario where vehicle u has 100 neighbors within
its communication range (<250m), and all the neighbors send out
their ads at regular intervals of r ms. For the worse-case condition,
all the ads here are of one-way hash chain based n-level model with
8-byte ad-provider ID and x bytes of the ad content size: (141 + x)
bytes/msg. Thus, assuming that every node sends out its ads and
responds back to all others’ ads, the resulting system throughput
here is 1000
msg/sec × {[100 cars × (141 + x) bytes/msg] + [100
r
× 100 cars × 112 bytes/msg]}
= 8 · {(141 + x) + (112 × 102 )}/(r · 10) Mbps.

(1)

Since node u needs to process all of such incoming ads while sending out its ads at intervals of r ms, the permissible processing time
per each incoming ad should be larger than ECC’s verifying9 plus
signing delay specified in Table 1. Hence, r ms/100 > 18.45 ms, so
r > 1.845 sec. By setting 6 Mbps (minimum data rate in DSRC) to
Equation (1), we now can derive the upper bound of ad content size
x with respect to interval r. Figure 4 shows that the upper bound
of x, according to r in this 100-neighbor scenario.
On the other hand, in the case of onion voucher based model,
due to three-way handshake process among vehicles, the resulting
msg/sec × {[100
system throughput of the above scenario is 1000
r
cars × (120+x) bytes/msg]+[100 × 100 cars × 112 bytes/msg]+
[100 × 100 cars × 280 bytes/msg]}
= 8 · {(120 + x) + (392 × 102 )}/(r · 10) Mbps.

(2)

Here we assume that every node here belongs to level 3 so that
its second message size is 280 bytes. Vehicle u needs to process
all of such incoming ads as well as all the incoming receipts to
generate onion vouchers, while sending out its ads at intervals of r
ms. Such voucher-generating operation involves verification of the
receipt and generation of signature on a new onion voucher. Hence,
the permissible processing time per each neighbor’s ad and receipt
should be larger than ECC’s ad-processing time (18.45 ms) plus
receipt-processing time (10.87 ms) drawn from figures in Table 1.
9
Ad message actually incurs two rounds of verification process,
due to a doubly-signed ad-permit.

Figure 6: Advertising costs (γ = δ =
1)

Therefore, r ms/100 > 29.32 ms, so r > 2.932 sec. With 6 Mbps to
Equation (2), the upper bound of ad content size x can be obtained.
As seen in Figure 4, to meet the acceptable size of ad content for
this 100-neighbor scenario, the feasible advertising interval should
be at least 5.5 sec.
Among our ad models, the onion voucher ad model turns out to
be the worse case outcome, on mainly account of three-way handshake among vehicles. Thus, we can consider the onion voucher
model’s ad content size as the ultimate upper bound of all our ad
models’. Figure 5 shows the ultimate upper bound of ad content
size, with varying the length of interval and the number of neighbors within communication range. We note that a node with h different kinds of ads sends out each ad every r ms (e.g. round-robin),
so that the average advertising interval between the same kind of
ad is h × r ms.

4.4 The Incentive Perspective
Different from the incentive schemes [1, 5, 13, 20, 42, 48] for
multi-hop packet delivery, our vehicular ad system has a single-hop
broadcast characteristic. SSD gives an incentive to both advertising
nodes and receipt-providing nodes, by means of virtual cash. Each
individual node u benefits from advertising ads, which increases
the chance of obtaining more receipts from ad-receiving nodes. u
also benefits from providing receipts for any neighboring advertising node v, since once those receipts are successfully redeemed by
v at any virtual cashier, u will eventually get its share. Thus, when
the rewards (i.e. the amount of virtual cash) per each redeemed
receipt are γ and δ for a redeeming node and a receipt-providing
node respectively, the total (potential) gain for each node u is (the
number of the collected receipts × γ) + (the number of the receipts
generated × δ). As for an advertising company’s costs, in a network of size N with q advertising nodes, the maximum advertising
costs Cmax (i.e. virtual cash) invoked by a certain ad is:
Cmax = q · {(N − 1) · γ + (q − 1) · δ} + (N − q)(q − 1) · δ
≈ q · N · (γ + δ)
Figure 6 shows Cmax when γ = δ = 1. As expected, the upper bound of advertising costs increases with the number of adforwarding nodes as well as the network size.
We note that the actual gain for each node u, however, can be
somewhat lower than the above potential gain. This is because (i)
u can hardly encounter every node in the network, rather it may
obtain receipts from a subset of N (ii) The virtual cashier also rejects, if any, invalid receipts among u’s collected ones (iii) Some
nodes for which u has provided receipts may fail to redeem their
collected receipts within the specified due date.

There are two possible way for setting the values of γ and δ;
a VA sets the fixed values for all the vehicular ads, or advertising
companies set their own values. In the former case, all ads are
treated equally, but in the latter some ads may have priorities over
others. One side-effect of such priorities is the starvation of nonhigh priority ads, since most users may want to keep advertising
high-valued ads.
In summary, the incentive property of SSD is that the rewards are
always given to both redeeming node u and each receipt-providing
node v. If u fails to get its virtual cash, v cannot get its share for
the receipt, and vice versa.

4.5 The Security of Signature-Seeking Drive
SSD makes use of a PKI for secure incentives in vehicular ad system. Utilizing a PKI relies on the assistance of the centralized administration (e.g. CA, VA, etc), which conflicts the self-organized
and distributed nature of mobile ad-hoc networks. However, to
implement primary applications (e.g. road safety, traffic management, payment services, etc) of VANETs, a PKI with the centrallymanaged infrastructure is an essential part of the networks.
Malicious Users in Collusion
SSD can prevent the colluding
nodes from sharing/fabricating their vouchers or collected receipts,
since each of those is cryptographically tied to the only one holder’s
identity. Also, malicious nodes fail to launch DoS attacks (e.g. generating/disseminating dummy ads), since receiving nodes discard
such unauthorized ads without a VA’s signature on it. The integrity
of ad content is protected so that they cannot modify the ad (e.g.
free-riding attack [1]). However, once malicious users cheat a VA
into issuing ad-permits with fake identities, they are able to disrupt
the system without being charged for what they invoke. Thus, the
management of a VA as well a CA is the critical issue in our model,
yet still a challenging problem in reality.
Securing n-level Advertisement
Malicious user w can spoil
the one-way hash chain based n-level model by exposing any permissible value open to the public, so that any node z is able to
circumvent the n-level restriction. Onion voucher can thwart such
attacks. To get a legitimate onion voucher (OVz = {OVw |z}Kw
−)
with w’s signature on it, z has to directly contact with w. How−
ever, if w throws its private key Kw
along with certificate Cw and
voucher OVw open to the public, any node z is now able to generate
a valid voucher by itself, which infringes the n-level model.
Unfortunately, we do not provide a proactive countermeasure
against this type of disclosure attacks. However, we point out
that such disclosure ironically has to be “not open to the public”,
since the exposure of a private key with certificate reveals the key
owner’s identity. If such disclosure is detected, the authorities can
identify the attacker and may notify the virtual cashier for rejecting all the vouchers associated with it. Each onion voucher keeps
propagation-level history (e.g. in Figure 3, OVx : S → u →
v → x) in it, and such traceable property facilitates the filtering
of attacker-involved vouchers.
Another problem of the onion voucher design is that, once obtaining receipts from ad-receiving node x, advertising node v may
refuse to generate/provide an onion voucher for x. As an active
solution for this problem, we can give an extra credit for nodes
providing onion vouchers. For example, when redeeming OVx in
Figure 3, the last node (i.e. v) in OVx likewise gets its share. Thus,
v can benefit from providing OVx , yet x redeems only one voucher
among multiple ones so that the expected gain of onion voucher
providing is relatively lower than that of receipt providing.
Anonymous Keys & Receipt Verification
Preserving drivers’
privacy is the practical issue in VANETs. Specifically in our SSD,
each advertising node collects receiving nodes’ certificates as well

as their signed receipts, which raises privacy concerns. Thus, to
protect privacy against unauthorized observers, each vehicle is likely
to have its temporary IDs (i.e. a set of anonymous public/private
key pairs), whose certificates have short lifetimes (e.g. a few minutes with the reanonymizer [32], or several days with the preloading scheme [34]), so that each vehicle changes its signing key periodically. This helps prevent third parties from tracking the real
identities of communicating vehicles.
However, in SSD, advertising node u may obtain the distinct
(signed with different keys) receipts (e.g. {ADI |u}K − , {ADI |u}K − ,
v1
v2
etc) from node v, if encountered multiple times. Such multiple
receipts from v should be counted as “a single receipt” at virtual
cashier V C. Also, advertising node u likewise uses anonymous
keys. Thus, when u redeems its collected receipts Ru , the receiptverification process at V C involves the following: (i) Examining
that each signing key in Ru was valid at the time of being used.
Since unable to track the actual signing time, V C checks whether
the valid period of each key in Ru is within the ad’s term of validity, as a minimum requirement. (ii) Counting valid receipts from
the actually distinct nodes (i.e. one receipt from one node), which
requires mapping of anonymous public keys into the actual identities of the vehicles. To avoid abuse, such ID matching capability
should be shared among multiple authorities [34], for example, V C
and a VA can share the secret for retrieving the actual IDs. Another
possible approach is the layered auditing [8], where the front-end
(e.g. V C) and the back-end (e.g. VA) authorities have different
privileges but collaborate for ID retrieval.
Miscellaneous Issues
When the dissemination of ads within a
certain area is strictly required, independent from setting the dissemination level, we can rely on secure positioning schemes [6, 7]
so that the only vehicles within the specified area can generate valid
receipts with certified location information in them. V C rejects the
receipts without such information, and advertising nodes cannot get
a valid receipt outside the target area.
Malicious node w may launch DoS attacks by incessantly sending out its ads without any interval, on purpose to provoke receiptimplosion toward w itself. To alleviate these attacks, each node
keeps a cache [14, 19] for the recently-received ads (along with the
senders’ IDs), so that it can suppress the same copies of previouslygenerated receipts. Since the above temporary certificates’ lifetimes are longer than the desired advertising interval, w cannot
change its pseudo IDs within the interval. Still, w can launch other
types of DoS attacks such as physical-layer jamming attacks [10,
29, 43], which are beyond the scope of this paper.
Compared with an acceptable latency and a high data rate of
DSRC, its message delivery ratio turns out to be still lacking [45].
Especially in high speed traffic situation where vehicles moving
in opposite directions contact for an instant, the three-way handshake in the onion voucher model may incur a great deal of message loss. However, we note that, unlike safety-related applications
in VANETs, ad content itself is not critical information, nor of realtime constraints, rather a soft state10 .

4.6 Simulations
To further evaluate the performance of our ad models, we run
simulations of SSD on a network simulator, ns-2 [28].

4.6.1 Simulation Model
In our simulation, we use the mobility model [38] specifically designed for VANETs, where the real city map data is used as an input
10

Soft state [9] means the state information could be lost without
permanent disruption of the service features being used.
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for ns-2 simulator. We extract/convert a street map of 4 × 4Km2
Westwood area around UCLA campus, from the US Census Bureau’s TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and
Referencing) database [39], into our simulation environment. The
resulting target area contains 1-hour movement pattern of 1000 vehicles that travel inside the area. We position an ADP in the center
of the area. It distributes an ad to the predefined number of passingby vehicles, which are level-1 nodes in the dissemination hierarchy.
Simulation experiments are conducted with 1% and 5% of the total
population as level-1 nodes, varying the ad model from one-level to
level-free advertisement. In the simulations, each advertising node
sends out its ad every 30 sec with 250m transmission range.
It is worth noting that there are some unrealistic aspects of the
mobility model in the simulation as follows: (i) Each node selects
the random starting/destination points in the target area. In realworld scenario, instead of random movement, each individual or a
group of cars are likely to have certain traffic patterns (e.g. commuting). (ii) All the nodes in the network are always moving within
the area. However, in reality, the majority of private cars show the
occasional movement patterns (e.g. parked for several hours), and
moreover many cars are coming into or leaving the area. (iii) They
have no traffic control so that every vehicle in the area moves always at the rate of a street speed limit.
In addition, the number of cars in our simulation model is much
lower than that of the real world. In fact, there are more than 10,000
cars in Westwood area, yet none of existing event-driven ad hoc
network simulators, to the best of our knowledge, is capable of
processing more than tens of thousands of nodes.

4.6.2 Simulation Results
We first measure the ad-coverage (i.e. the number of ad-receiving
nodes in the area) and the total number of advertising nodes with
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one-level, onion voucher based n-level, and level-free advertisement.
Figure 7 and 9 illustrate the simulation results of the ad-coverage
with 1% and 5% of level-1 nodes, respectively. As expected, as
the advertisement level n increases, an ad tends to propagate faster
over the network. Especially, the level-free advertisement shows
the most rapid ad-coverage rate (100% ad-coverage within 15 min).
However, in real-world scenario, the rate of such ad-coverage slows
down for the reasons described earlier (e.g. at any moment, a large
percentage of cars in the area are inactive for being parked).
Figure 8 and 10 show the total number of advertising nodes in the
same experiments. Unlike the one-level advertisement whose number of advertising nodes remains at 10 (1%) and 50 (5%) respectively, the others have an increasing number of advertising nodes
over time. Since the resulting number of advertising nodes in the
network is strongly related with an advertising company’s costs (as
in Figure 6), the level-free ad model which displays the sharpest
slope in Figure 8 and 10 incurs the heaviest outlay for advertisement. This is also demonstrated in Figure 11, which plots the average number of the duplicate ads received per vehicle within 30 min.
Such reception of the duplicate ad is desirable for advertisement,
since the repeated delivery of ads to the potential customers enhances the effect of the commercial ads. We can infer that, from the
simulation results in Figure 7 ∼ 11, as n grows in real-world scenario, each ad model (except the one-level case) entails the higher
increasing rate of the number of advertising nodes, which results in
higher advertising costs.
Figure 12 provides a more detailed view on each ad model’s advertising costs, assuming that this ad is valid for 1 hour and every advertising node successfully redeems its receipts. As can be
seen from the figure, level-free model shows the highest advertising costs followed by n-level models. We can also find that each

ad model’s advertising costs are proportional to its average number
of duplicate ads received per a vehicle (in Figure 11), in that the
number of the receipts generated at each node increases with the
number of the ads received.
In summary, through simulation experiments, the level-free model
outperforms the others with respect to the ad-coverage rate and the
average number of the duplicate ads received, yet it shows the highest increasing rate of the number of advertising nodes. We can see
that n-level model is a gradual compromise between one-level and
level-free advertisement.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed a potential and promising application scenario, the dissemination of commercial advertisements in
VANETs. With both selfish users (incentives) and malicious users
(security) into account, we have presented Signature-Seeking Drive
(SSD), a secure incentive framework for commercial ad dissemination in VANETs. Unlike currently proposed incentive systems,
SSD does not rely on tamper-proof hardware or game theoretic approaches, but leverages a PKI to provide secure incentives for cooperative nodes. With a set of ad dissemination designs proposed,
we have demonstrated that our SSD is robust in both incentive and
security perspectives.
In future work, we plan on further extending our framework from
the domain of vehicles to that of pedestrians with hand-held computers (e.g. PDAs, Smartphones, etc). We will also seek to develop
an incentive system in which an ad-provider can give the rewards
directly to cooperative users without the intervention of a VA. Finally, we would like to perform an extensive experimental evaluation of SSD within a realistic experimental environment.
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